Dean Mark Karwan congratulated the many distinguished students at this year’s scholarship awards. Below are photos of the event and excerpts from letters sent by scholarship and award winners to the donors who funded their respective awards. The letters written by these incredible students give moving evidence of the great things accomplished by these awards.

Awardees are pictured with Dean Karwan and with some of the donors and faculty who made particular scholarships possible. Awardees names are bolded, donors and faculty are not.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) - Outstanding Junior & Senior Awards
Junior: Tai Boon Tan CBE, Senior Jennifer A. Garver CBE

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Julian Snyder Endowment Fund Scholarship
Front: Christopher George CSE, Ronald Moore CSE, John Danzer, George Cotroneo; Back: Irv Reinig, Dean Goodison

Association of Old Crows Scholarships
Chris Delen CSE, Matthew Watkins CSE, Benjamin Smith CSE

Joseph & Adele Augustyn Memorial Book Award
Joel Miller MAE, Kevin Struebel CSE, Linda Maconia, Mike Madonia

David M. Benenson Memorial Scholarship
Karen Jane Peters EE

Beth Cheshire Moran Award
Vincent Millhote CSE, Theodore Moran, Nancy Cheshire, Thomas Cheshire

Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering Chair’s Graduate and Undergraduate Recognition Awards
Graduate: Georgios Mavroelides CSE, James Craig CSE, Undergraduate: Jesse Dickes CSE; not pictured: Kasey Morgan CSE

E&W Foundation Graduate Fellowship
Jason Buneo EE

Engineering Undergraduate Fellowships
Front: Lisa Anderson CSE, Amotayo Ayandele MAE, Collen Bronner CSE, Melissa Chow CBE; Back: Edward DeMauro ASE, Sergey Denisovich CBE

Front: Jamie Olsen IE, Donald Gutillo IE, Caitlin Mahon CSE, Garun Vysidov CS; Back: Keith Ward IE, Peter Mersich EE, Danielle Schrader ASE

Karen Beljan CSE; not pictured Benjamin Becher EE, Toulousse Lebrun CBE, Isidore Dinaa Madeu CBE, Joseph Salazar CSE

Matthew Grappone Book Awards
Eric Caruana CBE, Mark Szymanski MAE, Eric Mason CBE; Not pictured: Jacob Releson CSEEE

Matthew Grappone Memorial Scholarship
Roy Carter, Frances Cecere, Anthony Douglas Kew CSE, Kevin Shortt, Tina Shortt

"It has been a long and difficult journey, but well worth it in the end. I am thankful to my family, friends and to both of you for helping me reach my goals."
"I have worked very hard to reach the point I am at now. I want to thank you for your financial support, which will help me go even further."

Gregory B. Jarvis Scholarships
Jennifer Haendiges MAE

Andrew Hamilton CSEE, Evan Haas CSEE, Adam Halstead EE, Evan Halstead EE

Stephen Pfetsch CSEE, Beth Schrayshuen CSEE, Janine Zielinski MAE, Brian Peer CBE; not pictured: Keith Minkler MAE

Daniel Kaegebein Bird Electronics / TXRX-SYSTEMS Scholarships
James Whalen EE, Marlin Gillette, Anjun Liu EE, Daniel Kaegebein

Kaegebein Scholars
Matthew Bell EE and Zheng Wang EE

James W. and Nancy A. McLernon Superior Student Awards
front: Maureen Ward MAE, Thomas Liebner MAE, Adam Heiermann MAE, back: Brian Bradford MAE, David Frankenfield IE, Matthew Watkins IE; not pictured: Katherine Koehler IE

Shaomin Samuel Mo Award
Zongrong Liu MAE

R. R. Runner Award
Colleen Bronner CSEE

Senior Scholar Award Sponsored by Applied Sciences Group
Evan R. Tibbetts MAE, Thomas Fischer

Senior Scholar Award Sponsored by John W. Danforth Company
Kristen J. Ondesko MAE

Senior Scholar Awards Sponsored by EMCo
Robert A. Bouza MAE; not pictured: Amy Fiato CSEE

Senior Scholar Awards Sponsored by Motorola Corporation
Vincent B. Rao CSEE, Rachel Peck CBE, John M. Dietl MAE; not pictured: Gerald W. Hunt CBE, Peter Leonard EE

Senior Scholar Awards Sponsored by SEAS
Sebastien Bruneau MAE; not pictured: Moises Atiles MAE, Brian Beckmann MAE, Sheu Shee Lim CBE, Daniel Mueller CSEE, John Walczyk MAE

Irving H. Shames Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
Dan Feaz CSEE; not pictured: Kristin Goldrick CSEE

Dr. Sophokles E. Logiadis Prizes
Michael Pollino CSEE, Darren Vian CSEE, Ramiro Vargas CSEE

Senior Scholar Award Sponsored by John W. Danforth Company
Andrew Hamilton CSEE